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Visual
Animated graphic “electric current”
moves across screen…. Continues
across image of Senator Reid,
working.
“Electric current” animates across
each image throughout the ad.
Cut to image of NV solar array or
wind farm.
Super: Senator Reid: Creating
Clean Energy Jobs
Cut to image of Nevada landscape.
Draw on high tech graphic of solar
array and wind turbine
Super: Senator Reid: Investing in
Clean Energy

Audio
When it comes to power…

Backup

Senator Harry Reid delivers.
And when it comes to creating
clean energy jobs – no one’s done
more than Harry Reid.
Expanding solar, geothermal and
wind energy production…

SOURCE: HR1, Senate Vote 64,
2/13/09

Reid backed tax credits for solar,
geothermal and wind energy. Reid voted for
H.R. 1, the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, which extended the
production tax credit for wind and
geothermal power, and also extended the
30% investment tax credit for commercial
and residential solar energy. [HR1, Senate
Vote 64, 2/13/09]
Reid backed Nevada companies by
supporting program for renewable energy
generation. Reid voted for the Treasury
Department’s 1603 program for renewable
energy generation, which has provided over
$430 million for over 280 renewable energy
projects in Nevada. [HR1, Senate Vote 64,
2/13/09; Treasury Department, Overview
and Status Update of the 1603 Program,
3/21/13].

Cut to image of solar workers.
Super: Senator Reid: Clean Energy
Jobs
SOURCE: H.R. 6049, Senate Vote
150, 6/17/08

Working to create thousands of
good jobs here in Nevada…

Reid helped pass the Clean Energy
Manufacturing Tax Credit. Reid voted for
the 48C program, which provided millions of
dollars to Nevada manufacturers to help
create clean energy jobs within the state.
The tax credit saved or created an estimated
17,000 jobs nationally. [HR1, Senate Vote 64,
2/13/09; Department of Energy State Memo,
6/1/10; White House Fact Sheet, 1/8/10].
Reid voted to extend solar investment tax
credit, which will create an estimated 9,000
Nevada jobs. Reid voted for an 8-year
extension of the 30-percent federal
investment tax credit for residential and
commercial solar installations. According to
the Solar Energy Industries Association, an
independent study conducted by Navigant
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Cut to Reid with solar workers.
SOURCE: S.4; S.7; “Playing to Win
in Clean Energy,” 2012

…And to make us America’s clean
energy leader.

Consulting found that an 8-year extension of
the solar investment tax credit in 2008
would create 9,000 jobs in Nevada by 2016.
[H.R. 6049, Senate Vote 150, 6/17/08; H.R.
6049, Senate Vote 205, 9/23/08; H.R. 1424,
Senate Vote 213, 10/1/08; Solar Energy
Industries Association press release,
9/15/08]
Reid sponsored bill urging Congress to
“bolster investment in clean energy jobs
and industries.” Reid is the lead sponsor of
S.4, the Rebuild America Act, which states
that “It is the sense of the Senate that
Congress should… invest in critical
infrastructure, such as a smarter national
energy grid, to reduce energy waste and
bolster investment in clean energy jobs and
industries; [and] invest in clean energy
technologies that help free the United States
from its dependence on oil, especially
foreign oil.” [S.4]
Reid sponsored bill urging Congress to “put
the United States at the forefront of the
global clean energy market.” Reid is the
lead sponsor of S.7, the Extreme Weather
Prevention and Resilience Act, which states
that “It is the sense of the Senate that
Congress should… promote investment in
clean energy infrastructure, energy
efficiency, and other measures to address
dangerous air, land, and water pollution,
promote development of clean energy
technologies that reduce demand for oil,
contribute to economic growth and job
creation, and put the United States at the
forefront of the global clean energy market;
and ensure that the Federal Government is a
leader in reducing pollution, promoting the
use of clean energy sources, and improving
energy efficiency.” [S.7]
In 2012, Reid issued a detailed report on
clean energy in Nevada. [“Playing to Win in
Clean Energy”]
NRDC: “Nevada produces more solar power
per person than any other state in the
country.” [Natural Resources Defense
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Council, Nevada Renewable Energy State
Summary]
Nevada ranked 4th in the nation in annual
PV installations in 2012. [U.S. Solar Insight
Market Report, 2012 Year in Review]

Cut to background of Nevada wind
farm.
Super: Call Senator Reid. 702-3885020. Thank him for being a leader
on clean energy. Paid for by the
League of Conservation Voters.

Call Senator Reid. Thank him for
being a leader on clean energy.

580 Nevada clean energy jobs were
announced in the second quarter of 2013.
[Environmental Entrepreneurs, 2013 Second
Quarter Clean Energy Jobs Report]
Reid hosts annual Clean Energy Summit. For
the last six years, Reid has hosted a National
Clean Energy Summit that is billed as “the
national stage for clean energy development
discussions” and “the country’s most visible
and influential gathering of leaders and top
policymakers.” [National Clean Energy
Summit]

